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Degree: Computer Engineering

Field of Knowledge: Engineering and Architecture

Faculty/School: Senior Polytechnic School

Course: PROJECTS I

Type: Compulsory ECTS credits: 3

Year: 2 Code: 5627

Teaching period: Fourth semester

Area: Software Design and Development

Module: IT core subject

Teaching type: Classroom-based

Language: English

Total number of student
study hours:

75

Teaching staff E-mail

Olga Peñalba Rodríguez o.penalba@ufv.es

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

This course aims to develop two fundamental skills for computer engineers: the ability to work and learn
independently and synthesize, integrate, and put into practice all the knowledge and skills they have already
learned. To do so, the students must work on a team to carry out a software development project.

GOAL
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Within this subject, the student will acquire the necessary skills to work in teams to solve complex problems, which
involves several essential tasks. Prior research to find the most exciting and challenging situation and the most
suitable solution. Development of the software system and generation of the corresponding documentation. And
finally, a professional presentation of the results in front of a committee and a critical and expert audience.

The specific aims of the subject are:

Identify problems and contexts where value can be added with a computer solution and investigate and delve into
these problems and contexts.

Define projects that allow addressing the solution to the identified problem.

Design and build software apps that meet the requirements.

Document and present project results.

Get teamwork experience in engineering projects.

Reflect on the implications and impact on society of our projects.

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

A medium level of previous competence in basic and object-oriented programming is required to take this course
successfully.

In addition, students will need to apply knowledge on the following topics (some of which the student could be
learning simultaneously on other subjects):
- The use of complex data structures
- Techniques of analysis and design of information systems
- Data modeling and database access
- Software development methodologies

COURSE SYLLABUS

This course has no content of its own. Students will carry out a project related to the contents addressed in
previous or simultaneous subjects of the Degree Curriculum, associated with the area of Software Engineering
and Development.

EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

The principal learning methodology is project-based learning.

The face-to-face sessions will be used mainly to supervise the work progress and provide partial and final results
presentations. Students will defend the final results in front of a committee.

Students should dedicate most of their time to the research and development of the project, which will require both
individual and group work, to respond as a team to the challenge posed.

The teacher could also schedule individual tutoring sessions with the students for a more personalized follow-up of
work and learning.

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK TIME
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CLASSROOM-BASED ACTIVITY INDEPENDENT STUDY/OUT-OF-CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY

30   hours 45   hours
  Lectures 4h
  Projects presentations 10h
  Tutoring sessions 12h
  Workshops 4h

  Autonomous teamwork 22,50h
  Individual and autonomous work and study 22,50h

SKILLS

Basic Skills

Students must have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in an area of study that is founded on general
secondary education. Moreover, the area of study is typically at a level that includes certain aspects implying
knowledge at the forefront of its field of study, albeit supported by advanced textbooks

Students must be able to apply their knowledge to their work or vocation in a professional manner and possess
skills that can typically be demonstrated by coming up with and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their field of study

Students must have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) in order to
make judgments that include reflections on pertinent social, scientific or ethical issues

Students must be able to convey information, ideas, problems and solutions to both an expert and non-expert
audience

Students must have developed the learning skills needed to undertake further study with a high degree of
independence

General Skills

Capacity for conceiving, developing and maintaining computer systems, services and applications using
engineering methods in software as an instrument of quality control, in accordance with the knowledge acquired
according to section 5 of this report.

Capacity for resolving problems with initiative, decision-making, autononomy and creativity. Capacity for knowing
how to communicate and transmit the knowledge, skills and abilities of the profession of technical computer
engineer.

Specific skills

Knowledge, design and efficient use of the data types and structure best suited to solving a problem.

Capacity for analysing, designing, constructing and maintaining applications in a robust, safe and efficient manner,
selecting the most appropriate paradigms and programme languages.

Knowledge and application of the characteristics, functionalities and structure of databases, which aid their correct
use, and the design, analysis and implementation of applications based on them.

Capacity for designing, developing, selecting and assessing computer systems and applications, ensuring its
reliability, security and quality, in line with ethical principles and current legislation and regulations.

Capacity for planning, conceiving, rolling out and managing computer projects, services and systems in all fields,
leading the implementation and its continued improvement, and assessing the social and economic impact.

LEARNING RESULTS
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The student investigates to know truthfully the reality and the problem on which he wants to intervene, thus
conceiving computer systems more appropriate to that reality.

The student reflects and tries to align the project's purpose with its values and vital purpose.

The student reflects on the social impact of his project and seeks to contribute to the common good.

The student defines a work plan and rigorously follows all phases and deadlines of the methodology applied to the
project's development.

The student designs and builds a computer solution that meets the requirements and current regulations, giving a
functionally acceptable result that meets the objective.

The student knows and has experienced three essential values in meeting relationships and for teamwork: an
enabling gaze, listening with presence, and forgiveness.

The student documents and presents orally, with quality and accuracy, the results of an engineering project.

The student communicates in English, both oral and written, within the context of an engineering project.

LEARNING APPRAISAL SYSTEM

The evaluation of the learning outcomes will be based on:
- the quality of the project carried out as a team (70%), which will be developed and delivered continuously
throughout the course
- involvement in the team and quality of the individual work of each student (20%)
- participation in follow-up workshops and tutorials (10%), provided that the student has attended 100% of the
workshops and tutoring sessions.

Specifically, the teacher and the committee will assess the following aspects of teamwork:
- Quality of the previous research, selection of the problem to solve, and the added value of the proposed solution
(10%)
- Quality of the defined work plan and its follow-up by the team (10%): work plan and meeting minutes
- Quality of the documentation delivered in the different phases of the project (10%): requirements and solution
design documents
- Quality of the computer solution developed (25%): software running correctly in a computer
- Quality of the oral presentation (10%)
- Continuous improvement of work (5%)

The specific rubrics and assessment tools will be available to students in the Virtual Classroom.
For the student to pass, it is necessary to obtain a minimum of 5 out of 10 in teamwork and individual work.
Students must recover every part rated below 5 in an extraordinary call.

RECOVERY IN EXTRAORDINARY CALL
IMPORTANT: It is only possible to recover those pieces that have not reached the minimum grade. It is not
feasible for a student who has not done the work during the semester to do a job from scratch for this call. A
student who abandons the project during the semester will not be able to attend the extraordinary call and will
obtain NOT PRESENTED as a final mark.

Students will maintain the grade obtained in the Participation section during the semester, not being possible to
improve it for the extraordinary call.

NOTES ON FRAUD
Any fraud or plagiarism by the student in an evaluable activity will be sanctioned following the provisions of the
UFV Coexistence Regulations. For these purposes, "plagiarism" will be considered an attempt to defraud the
learning appraisal system, passing off work or content that belongs to a third party as their own.

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND OTHER RESOURCES

Basic

 Several authors. All the books and materials used in other previous or simultaneous subjects on Software
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Development.

MANTEL, Samuel J. Jr., MEREDITH, Jack R., SHAFER, Scott M., SUTTON Margaret M.  Project Management in
Practice. 4th Edition Ed: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2011.
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